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What is ethno-engineering?

u Ethno-engineering has been used since the 90s, primarily refering to 
engineering practices of indigenous peoples [10], [11].

u Recently adapted to the pairing of anthropologists & engineers.

u Integrating the two disciplinary approaches to offer a more holistic & culturally
informed understanding of decentralised energy.

u Planning more effective interventions to alleviate poverty [12].

u Understanding and applying culturaly distinctive skills and practices in a 
participatory development process, carefully observing the resulting changes in 
community practices [8], [13], [14].



Decentralised energy for development

u Energy lights dark nights, irrigates dry fields & refrigerates lifesaving
vaccines, faclitating the escape from poverty [1].

u Decentralised energy technologies empower users to generate & store their
own energy, making them particularly appropriate for regions with limited
access to and/or unreliable centralised infrastructure [1], [2].

u Small scale renewable energy systems can offer a solution to many of the 1.3 
billion without access to grid electricity and/or the 3 billion without access to 
clean cooking facilities at home [3], [4].

u The UN’s´Sustainable Energy for All´ has set the ambitious objective of 
achieving universal energy access by 2030 [1].

u Access is increasing [5], however many initiatives soon fall into disrepair, as the
technology is not adopted into daily life [6], [7].



What can ethno-engineering offer?

u Ethnography and engineering may seem unlikely partners, but decentralised
energy systems in a development context are a technical solution to a social 
problem [4], [8].

u Ethno-engineering fuses social science with engineering to offer new perspectives
on intertwined socio-technical relations.

u Ethnography offers valuable insight into culturally distinctive processes of 
domestication of new technologies.

u Engineering reveals how they physically function [4], [9].



Key attributes of ethno-engineers

u Ethno-engineers are:

u Highly knowledgeable about the cultural practices of the people they hope to 
assist.

u Willing to engage with these people in an iterative process over a long period of 
time.

u Aiming to optimise positive social change with carefully targetted technological 
interventions.

u Not necessarily formally trained anthropologists or engineers, but regularly employ 
techniques from both fields



eCook Zambia

u Fusing anthropological & engineering approaches to facilitate the domestication of solar 
electric cooking devices in Zambia
u Participant observation

u Cooking diaries

u Design Challenge + +
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eCook Zambia Design Challenge

Evolution
Domestication

‘Zambianisation’

‘The prototype’

Participatory design to facilitate sustainable adoption



eCook Zambia Design Challenge

u AIM

u To facilitate the participatory design of eCook, allowing the generic concept to 
evolve around Zambian cooking practices.

u OBJECTIVES

u To convene representatives from local cookstove/solar lighting organisations and 
electrical utilities interested in adding eCook to their product lines.

u To enable Zambian cooks to guide the evolution of eCook so that it best matches 
their needs.

u To facilitate experimentation with potential eCook components and configurations.

u To create lasting partnerships between entrepreneurs, users and researchers that 
can guide the evolution of eCook in Zambia over the next 5-10 years.



eCook Zambia Design Challenge

Time Session CEEEZ Cooks Entrepreneurs Judges Description Output

10:00 Opening Speaking Listening Listening

Introducing eCook and the programme for 
the day. Explaining competitive format 

and technical, economic and social 
judging criteria.

Teams of entrepreneurs 
with equal balances of 
social, technical and 
business specialists.

10:15 Bake-off* Facilitating
Cooking & 

giving 
feedback

Listening & 
asking 

questions

Cooks prepare their favourite everyday 
meal on their own stove and then try 

cooking it on the eCook prototype. Teams 
of entrepreneurs discuss how they could 
design a Zambian eCook product around 

the cooks’ needs.

Feedback from cooks on 
generic eCook prototype & 
design specifications for 

Zambian eCook prototypes.

12:30 Lunch Eating Eating Eating

13:30 Prototyping Facilitating
Listening & 

giving 
feedback

Prototyping
Judges 
briefing 

from 15:00

Entrepreneurs develop conceptual designs 
in response to cooks’ feedback, focussing 

on business models, social impact and 
technical viability. Flip charts are 
available to sketch out ideas and 

tools/components/appliances to build 
prototypes where possible.

A series of designs for 
Zambian eCook. 

16:00 Pitching Facilitating Pitching Pitching Judging
Showcasing the conceptual designs for 

Zambian eCook and pitching the business 
model.

The winning design for a 
Zambian eCook

16:40 Awards Speaking Listening Listening
Prize giving ceremony & discussing next 

steps.

u * BASED UPON UNIVERSITY OF NOTTINGHAM’S GREAT AFRICAN BAKE-OFF



Cooking diaries

u 20 HHs in each country

u 6 weeks of data collection

u 2 weeks baseline

u 4 weeks transitioning to electricity

u Recording what is cooked, how it is cooked and how much energy it uses

u Meal-level resolution

u Registration & exit surveys to capture user experiences

u eCooking challenges



Cooking diaries



eCook Zambia
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Participant observation



eCook Zambia



Ideas from ‘Why the World Needs 
Anthropologists’

u eCookBook

u A recipe book of typical Zambian dishes listing the expected range of energy and 
power consumptions under various cooking scenarios

u Motivations for behaviour change

u Environmental, political, health, convenience, reliability, independence drivers behind 
transitioning to eCook

u Link to cultural occasions

u e.g. offer gift vouchers for a year of eCook use as wedding gifts 

u Unintended consequences

u Linking charcoal value chain with distribution, sales, installation and maintenance



Thanks for listening!

uFind out more:
uPV-eCook.org
uJonKLeary@gmail.com
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